DO MORE WITH LESS

Universal Small Fragment System

Introducing the Universal Small Fragment System, designed for ease of use and improved workflow efficiency

One system for 2.7 mm and 3.5 mm non-locking, LCP® and VA LCP® Implant Technology
INTRODUCING THE UNIVERSAL SMALL FRAGMENT SYSTEM FROM DEPUY SYNTHES

Streamlined system of instruments and implants for small bone trauma delivered in a compact system that allows you to DO MORE

WITH LESS Fewer surgical sets in the operating room and less to manage in the hospital workflow

Modular system design allows multiple system configurations

Ergonomic and intuitive instruments cover options for any 2.7 mm and 3.5 mm non-locking, LCP® and VA LCP® Implants

Fewer sets needed on the operating room back table

Less inventory requiring sterilization, transport and storage

Less training needed on one system for surgical and hospital teams

Access to the broadest choice of implant technology in stainless steel and titanium
**Key Benefits of the Core System:**

- Insertion Tray holds instruments for 2.7 mm and 3.5 mm non-locking, LCP® and VA LCP® Implants
- Reduction Tray features common reduction instruments
- Modular Screw Rack allows customization by screw type
- Standard Plate Tray holds 2.7 mm and 3.5 mm LCP® Implants for multi-anatomy use
- Modular case and tray design provides option for multiple system configurations

---

**Streamlined Trays with LCP® and VA LCP® Implants for Upper and Lower Limb Procedures**

- **Upper Limb**
  - Shoulder and Clavicle Implant Tray
  - Elbow Implant Tray
  - Proximal Tibia Implant Tray
- **Lower Limb**
  - Option to configure Lower Limb Anatomy in LCP® or VA LCP® Implant Trays.
  - VA LCP® Implant Trays available in Stainless Steel only.

---

*Option to configure Lower Limb Anatomy in LCP® or VA LCP® Implant Trays. VA LCP® Implant Trays available in Stainless Steel only.*
Threaded Drill Guides for use with LCP® and VA LCP® Implants

Neutral Sleeve Adapter provides assurance of neutral alignment

VA Drill Guides provide cone or freehand guide for variable angle drilling

Depth Gauge features simplified design, two-sided measurement and option for one or two-handed use

Fully cannulated universal handle with tactile grip

Self-Retaining drivers to facilitate screw transfer intraoperatively

Neutral Sleeve Adapter provides assurance of neutral alignment

VA Drill Guides provide cone or freehand guide for variable angle drilling

Depth Gauge features simplified design, two-sided measurement and option for one or two-handed use

Fully cannulated universal handle with tactile grip

Self-Retaining drivers to facilitate screw transfer intraoperatively

All competitive product information obtained from respective company websites as of July 2018.

Universal Small Fragment System supports insertion of any DePuy Synthes 2.7 mm or 3.5 mm non-locking LCP® or VA LCP® Implant Technology*

*Specialized instrumentation used for implants above may be needed. Implants shown above may not be available in all markets. Contact your local DePuy Synthes representative for more information.
WITH LESS FEWER SETS USED AND LESS VARIATION IN SET NEEDS ACROSS PROCEDURES CAN DELIVER VALUE TO SURGICAL AND HOSPITAL TEAMS

### UNIVERSAL SMALL FRAGMENT SYSTEM

SIMPLIFIED SYSTEM ENABLING YOU TO DO MORE WITH LESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOLUTION BENEFITS</th>
<th>COST SAVINGS</th>
<th>HOSPITAL COST SAVINGS²</th>
<th>50% FEWER TRAYS IN OPERATING ROOM</th>
<th>$280 PER CASE</th>
<th>$72K PER YEAR saved in reprocessing cost³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### TIME SAVED

- Retrieving **fewer sets** may mean a **faster** setup of operating room for trauma⁴⁵⁶
- **Staff proficient in core set** may become faster using the same system across all small fragment procedures⁷⁸
- **In-tray washing** may eliminate need to reassemble trays after washing

#### EASE OF USE

- **SIMPLIFIED INSTRUMENTATION**
  - **STANDARDIZED CORE SET**

#### SURGEONS

**assessing the system** believe it will **improve consistency and repeatability of operating room support across all small bone trauma⁹**

Please refer to Universal Small Fragment System Evidence Infographic for additional benefits of the system.


To learn more about the Universal Small Fragment System, contact your DePuy Synthes Sales Consultant or visit [depuysynthes.com](http://depuysynthes.com).

Please also refer to the package insert(s) or other labeling associated with the devices identified in this brochure for a full list of indications, contraindications, precautions and warnings.

**Limited Warranty and Disclaimer:** DePuy Synthes Products are sold with a limited warranty to the original purchaser against defects in workmanship and materials. Any other express or implied warranties, including warranties of merchantability or fitness, are hereby disclaimed. Please also refer to the package insert(s) or other labeling associated with the devices identified in this sales document for additional information.

**CAUTION:** Federal Law restricts these devices to sale by or on the order of a physician. Some devices listed in this sales aid may not have been licensed in accordance with Canadian law and may not be for sale in Canada.

Please contact your sales consultant for items approved for sale in Canada.

Not all Products may currently be available in all markets.

Third party trademarks used herein are the trademarks of their respective owners.